We’d like to extend a sincere thank you to these generous donors who provided major funding that made the Clear Creek Athletics Complex a reality. With their support, the university has fulfilled its vision for a comprehensive athletics complex that supports Mines’ outstanding student-athletes, allowing them to be committed to success both on and off the field.

**Champion Level**
Steve and Dollie Chesebro’
Harold and Pat Korell
Rob and Ann McKee
Steve and Gayle Mooney

**All-American Level**
Marshall and Jane Crouch
Hershal and Trudy Ferguson
Jerry and Tina Grandey
Bud and Kaye Isaacs
Bill and Karen Scoggins
Southwestern Energy Company
Frank and Dot Stermole

**Head Coach Level**
Hossein and Bonnie Kazemi
Ben Mares
Panorama Orthopedics & Spine Center
Schramm Foundation
Bob and Jackie Writz
Dave and Beverly Zanetell

**MVP Level**
Rick and Donna Gardner
Mark and Carol Oberle
Alan and Kerry Stracke
Joan V. Stratton

**Captain Level**
Steve and Kathy Antony
Nick and Patty Caveleri
Mike and Kimberly Claiborne
Mike Gerken
Artemas L. Holmes, Jr.
Ronald and Judy Lease
David and Janice Scriven
Frank A. Seeton
Gary W. Shotton
Jimmy and Gail Taylor
Paul and Deidre Taylor
Bill and Suzanne Zisch

These donors contributed to nameplates that will be prominently displayed on the front of the football lockers in Marv Kay Stadium:

Gary and Valeria Bauer
Stuart E. (Stu) Bennett
Eric and Cori Blomberg
Marcella C. Blomberg
Paul and Audrey Brennecke
Michael and Cathy Carr
Tom and Sharon Carroll
Kelly and Melinda Cook
Larry and Vicky Craighhead
Ben Dellenbach
Mark and Lu Ann DePuy
Tony and Vermeda Evans
William Fleckenstein
Greg and Nicole Foster
Ben L. Fryrear
Aaron and Julie Gabler
Brian and Betsy Glade
Pat and Rachelle Hogelin
Jim and Norine Honea
Pat and Sharon James
Tom and Sue Johansen
Tom Kastens
Marv and Diane Kay
Roy and Shellie Laws
Lewis and Carmen Mologne
Ed and Andrea Newberry
Frank and Mary Patete
Jess and Brandy Peonio
George and Barbara Puls
John and Sonya Rheinheimer
John and Mary Lee Rossi
John and Gretchen Sanchez
Mike and Tracy Scherrer
Stephen and Melissa Schwab
Mark and Rebecca Seitz
Andrew Flynn and Francine A. Slack
Dean and Lindsay Stoughton
Randall and Heather Suite
Kelly and Erika Taga
James N. Tyree
John and Karen Walker
Gregory and Lanai Wolfe
Doug and Susan Woodul
Bill and Nancy Yopp

giving.mines.edu/bigwin